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300kg ATV Salt
Spreader with Plastic
Hopper and
18-9.5X8 Tyres
Reference: Q05Q

£1,411.80

300kg ATV Salt Spreader with Plastic Hopper and 18-9.5X8 Tyres We are now
offering a new design 6 bag sower, with 12 product improvements. The Photo shown
is now of our NEW model. This NEW model comes with a Plastic Hopper. The ground
driven quad spreader has a 6 bag/300kg capacity and is ideal for spreading salt in
winter months. It can be used to treat icy conditions on roads, car parks and
commercial premises. By removing the deflector plate you can also use this spreader
for spreading other materials such as fertiliser or grass seed, making it a very
versatile machine. It can be towed behind a quad or any vehicle with a 50mm tow
ball. With an adjustable drawbar height and linkage to level the drawbar this
spreader is suitable to use behind any vehicle. The new model has a wider wheel
base for added stability. A bigger, dished spinner gives an excellent spread. The new
model comes with knobby tyres 18x9.5x8 with an option of 22x11-8 tyres. The 4 stud
hubs allow for easier wheel changes. Features include Lightweight and easily towed
Capacity 300kg UV Protected Hopper 18×9.5-8 knobby tyres Large Stainless steel
dished spinner for corrosion resistance and excellent spread Also suitable for fertiliser
and grass seed Salt Spreader is specially designed with a specific gearbox with a
gearing ratio for better traction in icy conditions Range of spreader spray is
adjustable from 2.5m to 8M wide Product options The 300kg salt spreader is available
in kit form or assembled. The Salt Spreader comes with 18-9.5×8 tyres as standard
however there are optional 22-11×8 tyres are available An optional Mesh Grill is
available to break up large lumps when filling the hopper Optional Tarpaulin Cover to
keep Salt / Fertiliser dry Please use drop down tabs to select your choices! Video
demonstration
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